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         Alta conveys a sense of height, with an aftertaste of vertigo. I experienced this sensation while sitting on an 
old military bunker at the end of a hike on the east coast of O'ahu, Hawai'i.  To see the entire side of an island fan 
out far beneath me was truly a memorable experience, even for one who grew up amidst Hawai'i's natural splendor. 
I was also drawn to the texture on the surface of the ocean, which, while seemingly smooth at first glance, is full 
of delicate wrinkles which roll on infinitely. 
        The piece introduces, in ascending order, several aspects of an island cliffside: "where rocks meet sea-edge," 
"ocean skin" wrinkles, the falling "cliffsides," "whipping breezes," and a final, single gust of wind. The unpitched
percussion instruments featured at the opening give way to a single pitch in the low strings. This pitch gradually
fans outwards to produce more complex harmonic combinations. In fact, the harmonies in the piece repeatedly 
move towards tone clusters, which represent tension caused by a fear of heights. This tension is only released at 
the very end of the piece, when the same group of percussion instruments coincide with a "sigh" of air sounds 
from the brass section.
        To take the metaphor of height somewhat literally, the overall shape of the work is organized by alternating 
ascents and descents. The first two ascending sections do so gradually, both leading to climaxes which start at the 
highest notes of the orchestra and quickly cascade downward through the entire ensemble. However, the last ascent 
is simply a melody which emerges from the aftermath of the largest "cascade." Over the span of a few bars, this 
melody is passed between different instrumental families until it reaches several mediative peals, which immediately 
stills the musical atmosphere. The ensusing coda relects on previous events. But rather than gestures which move 
fluidly through vertical space, the layers of music which make up the coda are stratified-- locked within their 
respective levels of height.
vii
Performance Notes:
-accidentals last until the end of the measure
-natural string harmonics are notated with fingered pitch and string number
-diamond-shaped noteheads for winds indicate breathing through the instrument
            brass players should breathe into mouthpiece flipped backwards;     
            players should expel all air over indicated duration
Total Duration: about 7 minutes
Instrumentation:
2 flutes (2nd doubling piccolo)
2 oboes
2 clarinets in Bb 
2 bassoons
2 horns in F





 1: small triangle, small suspended cymbal, wind gong, vibraphone
 unpitched percussion chart
 2: large suspended cymbal, crotales (sounding 15va higher), chimes, tom-toms (4)
 3: brake drum, cowbell, sizzle cymbal, large triangle, tam-tam, temple blocks (5), marimba
harp
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